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Abstract

An equation of state (EOS) is developed according to the statistical associating fluid theory (SAFT) model. The
dispersion term in the new EOS is derived by a modified coordination number equation. This modified coordination
number expression gives correct results at low density and close-packed regions. It also agrees well with the computer
simulation results for square-well (SW) fluids. A modified expression of the chain term compressibility factor for
the SW fluid with variable well width is proposed in this study. Comparison of the calculated compressibility
factors with molecular simulation data for tangent hard sphere chains and SW chains indicates that the new EOS
yields satisfactory results and relatively smaller deviations than those from other equations. Finally, the new EOS
is employed on real fluid systems of n-alkanes. For each pure fluid, four EOS parameters are regressed. These pure
fluid parameters yield reasonable correlation with the molecular weight for n-alkanes up to n-eicosane. The pure
fluid properties are well calculated by the new EOS. Prediction of the saturated vapor pressures of higher carbon
number alkanes also shows satisfactory results. The new EOS developed in this study is consistent with the molecular
simulation data for SW fluids with variable well width. It is simple in mathematical form, and is applicable from
small molecular weight compounds to long chain molecules. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The development of accurate equations of state from statistical mechanics, which can be used from
small molecules to long chain fluids, receives much attention in recent studies. The statistical associ-
ating fluid theory (SAFT) equation of state (EOS) is an example, which was established based on the
thermodynamic perturbation theory of polymerization [1–4]. The SAFT EOS has four terms: the hard
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sphere repulsion force between segments; the attractive dispersion force; the chain formation contribution
between segments and the polar attraction force between associating sites. Various versions of the SAFT
type equations have been proposed in literature. Those equations used the modified forms of the chain
formation and the dispersion terms for either the hard sphere or square-well (SW) chain molecules.

For example, Huang and Radosz [5] applied the SAFT EOS to real fluids of hard sphere chains. They
used the polynomial equation of Alder et al. [6] for the dispersion term and the hard sphere pair correlation
equation for the chain term. Fu and Sandler [7] modified the dispersion term of the SAFT EOS by using
the coordination number equation of Lee et al. [8] to obtain the simplified SAFT EOS. Tavares et al.
[9] employed the second-order Barker and Henderson perturbation theory for the dispersion term, and
the first-order Wertheim thermodynamic perturbation theory for the chain formation term to derive an
analytical EOS of SW chain fluids of variable well width. Gil-Villegas et al. [10] used the mean-value
theorem to solve for the hard sphere radial distribution function in the dispersion term, and analyzed the
chain molecules of four types of monomer potential functions with variable attractive ranges. An EOS
for heterosegmented polymers was proposed by Adidharma and Radosz [11] where the second-order
perturbation theory of Barker and Henderson with a truncation correction was used for the dispersion
term. Various approximations of the SAFT type EOS for SW chains were compared by Adidharma and
Radosz [12]. Generally, different combinations of the expressions for the dispersion and chain formation
terms give satisfactory correlation of the saturated properties of real n-alkanes. It was also found that the
inclusion of the dimer structure in the SW chain terms gave no significant contributions.

Another type of EOS for chain-like fluids is the perturbed-hard-sphere-chain (PHSC) EOS. Song et al.
[13] used the modified Chiew’s equation [14] for hard sphere chains as the reference term, and employed
a simple van der Waals attractive form for the perturbation term. Hino and Prausnitz [15] simplified the
analytical solution of Chang and Sandler [16] and obtained a modified theoretical perturbation term for
the SW potential with variable width. Feng and Wang [17] replaced the perturbation term in the PHSC
EOS by using a SW coordination number model, and correlated the vapor–liquid equilibria of polymer
solutions and liquid–liquid equilibria for polymer blends. Recently, Kim and Bae [18] modified the chain
term in the PHSC EOS using the form proposed by Chapman et al. [19]. A review for the development
of cubic and non-cubic type EOS was given by Wei and Sadus [20].

The goal of this study is to develop a SAFT-based EOS which can be used for both the hard sphere and
SW chain molecules of variable well width. A modified expression for the chain term compressibility
factor of SW fluids is obtained by correlating the molecular simulation data. The dispersion term is
expressed using a modified coordination number model with parameters that are also correlated from the
molecular simulation data of SW fluids. This new EOS is simple in mathematical forms, and preserves
the theoretical basis of SW chain fluids. This EOS is applied to real n-alkane fluids. Optimally fitted
parameters are presented and the saturated properties are satisfactorily correlated. Applications of the
generalized EOS parameters to predict the properties of other pure fluids are also presented in this study.

2. Model development

In the SAFT or PHSC type EOS, the compressibility factor of a non-associating chain fluid is written
as the summation of a segment term and a chain term

z = zseg + zchain (1)
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The segment term consists of the compressibility factor of a hard sphere fluid zhs, and an attraction term,
zdisp. For a chain of m segments, the compressibility factor is expressed as

z = 1 + mzhs + mzdisp + (1 − m)zchain (2)

The hard sphere term is written by the equation of Carnahan and Starling [21]

zhs = 4η − 2η2

(1 − η)3
(3)

where η is the reduced density defined as

η = 1
6πρσ

3 (4)

The dispersion term in the SAFT type EOS represents the nonpolar attractive interaction between
molecules. Typical expressions for the dispersion term are: (1) a polynomial argon fit [22]; (2) a second-
order Barker–Henderson perturbation form [9–11]. The perturbation terms are obtained from either the
empirical correlation of molecular simulation data, or the analytical approximation by the Percus–Yevick
method [16] and mean-value theorem [10]. The solution of Chang and Sandler [16] is completely analytic.
The perturbation terms are usually complex functions that are tested with simulation data at a fixed width
parameter for a SW fluid; (3) a much simpler van der Waals type equation [13,18] or (4) an equation
derived from a coordination number model [17]. In our previous study [23], we have derived a coordination
number model based on the SW potential. That model is further modified in this investigation, and used
to derive the dispersion term of the new EOS. For the SAFT type EOS, the chain term is written as a
function of the radial distribution function as presented by Tavares et al. [24]. According to the suggestion
of Anderson and Chandler [25] and Barker and Henderson [26], the radial distribution function for a SW
fluid is expressed in a logarithm expansion. The leading term is the hard sphere distribution function, and
the first-order perturbation term is a function of reduced density and temperature. The chain term for the
compressibility factor is derived by the differentiation of the SW radial distribution function with respect
to the reduced density. It is also a combination of the hard sphere contribution of the compressibility factor
plus a correction term that is a function of reduced density and temperature. The correction part for the
chain term of the compressibility factor is obtained in this study by correlating the molecular simulation
data of the compressibility factors for hard sphere and SW chain fluids of variable well width and
temperatures. A complete EOS is then formulated with capability of representing the hard sphere to SW
chain fluids. The mathematical form of the resulting EOS is simple and easy for engineering applications.

3. The modified coordination number model and the dispersion term for the SW fluids

In this study, we develop the dispersion term from a modified SW fluid coordination number model
based on our previous work [23]. For a SW fluid, the potential function is expressed as

Γ (r) =




∞, r ≤ σ

−ε, σ < r < λσ

0, r ≥ λσ

(5)
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where ε is the energy depth, σ a molecular size parameter and λ a characteristic well width parameter. Yu
and Chen [23] suggested that the coordination number model based on a SW potential should be written as

Nc,ρ = Nc,ρ=0Ψ (6)

where Nc,ρ is the coordination number which is a function of the potential energy parameter and density,
Nc,ρ=0 the coordination number at a low density limit

Nc,ρ=0 = 4π

3
ρσ 3(λ3 − 1) exp

( ε

kT

)
(7)

Ψ is a correction term which is expressed as a function of the reduced density and the energy parameter
of the potential function. Various coordination number models have been presented in literature. As dis-
cussed in our previous study [23], several models are too complex, which result in difficulty of integration
to obtain an EOS for fluid mixtures. Some boundary conditions must be satisfied for a theoretically correct
coordination number model. First, Eq. (7) is approached at a low density limit. Second, the coordination
number becomes independent of the energy parameter at a high density limit. For the SW fluid at the
close-packed condition with λ = 1.5, the coordination number is 18. Third, for an equal-sized binary SW
fluid mixture, the ratios of N12x2/N22x1 and N21x1/N11x2 approach to unity at the close-packed condition
according to the molecular simulation results of Lee et al. [27]. Yu and Chen [23] developed an improved
coordination number model, which agrees well with the computer simulation data. A modified perturbed
hard sphere (MPHS) EOS was proposed by Yu and Chen [28], which gave satisfactory VLE calculation
results for binary mixtures. The only drawback of the coordination number model developed by Yu and
Chen [23] is that the close-packed limit was not satisfied. This deficiency can be improved by using a
modified expression of the Ψ correction term. The corresponding segment term of the EOS derived from
the new coordination number model must also yield small deviation from the molecular simulation data
for monomer SW fluids. In this study, a new coordination number model is written as

Nc = 4π

3
(λ3 − 1)ρσ 3 exp

( ε

kT

)

×
{

1 +
[
1.28 exp

(
− ε

kT

)
+ A(

√
2 − ρσ 3) exp

( ε

kT

)
− 1

]
(1 − exp(1 − ϕ))

}
(8)

where

A = 0.25112 − 0.58939
( ε

kT

)
+ 0.33225

( ε

kT

)2
(9)

ϕ =
√

2 + ρσ 3

√
2 − ρσ 3

(10)

According to the generalized van der Waals theory [29], the canonical partition function Q is written
as

Q(N,V, T ) =
∏
i

1

Ni!

(qr,v,e

�3

)Ni

V N
f exp

(
−NΦ

2kT

)
(11)

where the mean potential Φ is determined using a coordination number model

Φ = kTε
∫ T

T=∞

Nc(ρ, T )

kT2
dT (12)
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The EOS is derived from the partition function by

P = kT

(
∂ lnQ

∂V

)
N,T

(13)

Applying the new coordination number model, the dispersion compressibility factor is expressed as

zdisp = 2π

3
(λ3 − 1)ρσ 3

{[
1 + 1.28ε

kT
− exp

( ε

kT

)]
[exp(1 − ϕ)](1 − α) − 1.28ε

kT

+Ω((exp(1 − ϕ) − 1)(
√

2 − 2ρσ 3) + (
√

2 − ρσ 3) [exp(1 − ϕ)]α)
}

(14)

where

α =
√

2(1 − ϕ)√
2 − ρσ 3

(15)

Ω =
[

0.33225
( ε

kT

)2
− 0.58939

( ε

kT

)
+ 0.25112

]
exp

(
2ε

kT

)
(16)

Table 1 lists a comparison of various coordination number models. Most of them satisfy the low
density limit condition. The additional requirements are not all met by other equations except Eq. (8)
of this study. Table 2 compares the calculated coordination numbers at various reduced densities and
temperatures for pure SW fluids at λ = 1.5. It is shown in Table 2 that the GWL-II model gives the
best results. The GWL-II equation is, however, too complex to derive an equation for fluid mixtures. The
modified coordination number model shown in Eq. (8) yields comparably good results as those in our
previous work and satisfies the close-packed requirement as well. Fig. 1 shows a graphical comparison of
various coordination number models. The calculated results from Eq. (8) agree well with the molecular
simulation data, and it is theoretically correct to derive the corresponding dispersion term for the EOS.
Table 3 shows the calculated results of the compressibility factors for pure SW fluids at λ = 1.5. Eight
equations, with different expressions of the dispersion term, are compared in Table 3. It is shown that
Eq. (14) gives good results with an overall absolute average deviation (AAD) of<0.3% from the molecular
simulation data. Fig. 2 presents a typical graphical comparison of our calculated results with the molecular
simulation data for a pure monomer SW fluid. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of our calculated results for
monomer SW fluids at various well widths and reduced temperatures. The agreement with the molecular
simulation data is also satisfactory.

4. Modification of the chain term compressibility factor

The chain term of the EOS for SW fluids is related to the radial distribution function of the reference
fluid at contact gref (σ ) by [24]

achain

RT
= (1 − m)[ln gref(σ ) − ln gref

0 (σ )] (17)

where achain is the chain term of the residual Helmholtz free energy, and gref
0 (σ ) the radial distribution

function at contact and at a limiting zero density. The SW fluid is taken as the reference fluid in this study.
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Table 2
Comparison of the calculated coordination numbers for pure SW fluids from various models

ε/kT ρσ 3 Data points AAD%a Data sources

Alder [6] LS GWL-I GWL-II LC YC This work

0 0.1–0.8 8 4.06 7.85 21.67 3.32 3.46 2.5 0.73 [8]
0.25 0.1–0.8 8 14.63 4.72 14.12 1.21 1.12 0.77 1.84 [8]
0.5 0.1–0.8 8 25.40 3.04 6.09 1.79 2.27 3.06 3.79 [8]
0.75 0.1–0.8 8 31.35 3.65 6.07 3.50 3.54 6.24 6.06 [8]
1.0 0.1–0.8 8 35.44 7.27 8.19 4.64 4.01 7.19 5.18 [8]
0.5714 0.05–0.8 6 28.59 2.77 5.46 2.45 2.23 2.76 3.85 [31]
0.4 0.05–0.8 6 21.83 4.65 8.15 1.95 2.38 2.11 3.26 [31]
0.33 0.05–0.8 6 18.51 5.80 9.52 1.74 2.18 1.77 2.99 [31]

Grand average 58 22.42 5.03 10.14 2.63 2.69 3.41 3.47

a AAD% = 100
N

∑ [ |Nc,MC−Ncal
c |

Nc,MC

]
, N = total data point number.

According to the perturbation theory of Barker and Henderson [26], the radial distribution function of a
SW fluid can be expressed in a logarithmic expansion form as

gSW(σ ) = ghs(σ ) exp
[
f

(
λσ,

ε

kT

)]
(18)

Fig. 1. Comparison of the calculated coordination numbers of pure SW fluids various models (MC computer simulation
data: [8]).
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Table 3
Comparison of various models in the calculation of the compressibility factor of pure SW fluids

Range
of ε/kT

Range of
ρσ 3

Data
points

AAD%a Data
sources

LC LS GWL-I GWL-II SL [33] Alder MPHS [28] This work

0.33–0.57 0.05–0.80 18 0.171 0.223 0.387 0.165 0.118 0.158 0.079 0.099 [31]
0.09–1.92 0.20–0.88 145 0.674 0.119 0.303 0.368 0.367 0.218 0.269 0.253 [6]
0.25–1.25 0.50–0.80 15 0.502 0.584 0.992 0.518 0.220 0.396 0.180 0.249 [32]

a AAD% = 1
N

∑
[|Zc,MC − Zcal

c |], N = total data point number.

where ghs(σ ) is the hard sphere distribution function at contact [21]

ghs(σ ) = 2 − η

2(1 − η)3
(19)

Applying Eq. (17) through Eq. (19), the chain term contribution to the Helmholtz free energy is obtained.
Differentiation of the Helmholtz free energy with respect to the reduced density yields the expression for
the chain term of the compressibility factor

zchain = (1 − m)

[
η(5 − 2η)

(1 − η)(2 − η)
+ Zcorr(λσ) × F

( ε

kT

)]
(20)

Fig. 2. Comparison of the calculated compressibility factors of pure SW fluids from various models (MC computer simulation
data: [31]).
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Fig. 3. Compressibility factors of the pure SW fluids calculated in the work at various λ and T∗ values (MC computer simulation
data: [31]).

The second term in the parenthesis on the right-hand side of Eq. (20) comes from the derivative of the per-
turbation terms of the SW radial distribution function with respect to the reduced density. Functional forms
and parameters of zcorr and F are correlated using the molecular simulation data for the compressibility
factors of SW chain fluids at various well widths and temperatures. The results are expressed as

zcorr = (1 + 5ηeff)(ηeff + C2η
2 + C3η

3)

2(1 + ηeff)
3 (21)

where the effective reduced density is expressed by a polynomial parameterization

ηeff = C1η + C2η
2 + C3η

3 (22)

The coefficients Ci in Eq. (22) are regressed as functions of the well width for SW fluids

C1

C2

C3


 =




1.01217 1.41012 −1.42229

0.40337 3.47579 −3.87916

−4.27319 2.33210 1.94109







1

λ

λ2


 (23)

The temperature function F is correlated by

F
( ε

kT

)
=

{
18.64084

( ε

kT

)
+ 21.67648

( ε

kT

)2
− 4.19834

( ε

kT

)3
}

(24)
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Table 4
Comparison of the calculated compressibility factors for square-well chains by different models

Segment number Range of T∗ Range of ρσ 3 Data points AAD%a Data sources

GFD This work

4-mer 1.5–4.0 0.1–0.85 34 0.162 0.175 [24,34]
8-mer 1.5–4.0 0.2–0.85 29 0.091 0.075 [24,35]
16-mer 1.5–4.0 0.2–0.80 22 0.107 0.106 [24,35]

a AAD% = 1
N

∑ [ |Zc,MC−Zcal
c |

Zc,MC

]
, N = total data point number.

The complete chain term EOS, which is applicable for hard sphere to SW chains with variable well width
and temperatures, is obtained by substituting Eqs. (21)–(24) into Eq. (20). Combining Eqs. (3), (14) and
(20) into Eq. (2) gives the complete EOS for a pure SW chain fluid.

Table 4 shows the calculated results of the compressibility factors for the SW chains at various densities
and temperatures. Our calculated results agree well with the molecular simulated data. The comparison
of our results with those of the GFD EOS [36], which was derived on the basis of SW chain fluids as
well, also yields good agreement. Fig. 4 shows the graphical comparison of our calculated results with
the molecular simulation data of hard sphere chains. The agreement is satisfactory. Figs. 5–7 present our
calculation results for SW chains at λ = 1.5 and at various reduced temperatures. It is observed that our

Fig. 4. Comparison of the compressibility factors of hard-sphere chains from this work and PHSC EOS [13] (MC computer
simulation data: (�) [36]; (�) [37]; (�) [38]).
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the compressibility factors of square-well 4-mer chains of λ = 1.5 from this work and GFD EOS [35]
(MC computer simulation data: (�) [24]; (�) [34]).

Fig. 6. Comparison of the compressibility factors of square-well 8-mer chains of λ = 1.5 from this work and GFD EOS [35]
(MC computer simulation data: (�) [24]; (�) [34]; (�) [35]).
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the compressibility factors of square-well 16-mer chains of λ = 1.5 from this work and GFD EOS [35]
(MC computer simulation data: (�) [24]; (�) [34]; (�) [35]).

results match well with the molecular simulation data for various SW chain fluids. The accuracy of this
study is also comparable to that of the GFD EOS at all reduced conditions. Our EOS has been tested
with the molecular simulation data for the SW monomer and chain fluids with satisfactory results. It is
indicated that the complete EOS is theoretically consistent. It is also simple in mathematical formulation
for engineering applications in phase equilibrium calculations of real fluid systems.

5. Applications of the new EOS to real fluid systems

The EOS developed in this study is applied in real fluid calculations. There are four parameters in the
new EOS: the number of segments m, the width of the SW potential λ, the molar volume of a hard sphere
V0, and the interaction energy parameter ε/kT. These parameters for real pure fluids are obtained through
correlation of the saturated properties. Two parameters of ε/kT and V0 are taken as temperature dependent

ε

kT
= (ε0/k) − 0.04

T
(25)

V 0 = V 00 + 0.005T (26)

The vapor pressure and saturated liquid molar volume data of pure non-associating fluids are used to
regress the four EOS parameters of m, λ, ε0/kT and V00. Bubble point pressure calculations were carried
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out using the new EOS where the equal fugacity criterion is satisfied

f V
i = f L

i (27)

The fugacity coefficient for a pure fluid is determined from this ES as

ln f = m

(
4η − 3η2

(1 − η)2

)
+ m

(
ln

2 − η

2(1 − η)3
+

(
3

2(1 − ηeff)2
− 5

2(1 − ηeff)
+ 1

)
× F

( ε

kT

))

×m

(
2

3
π(λ3 − 1)ρσ 3

{(
exp

( ε

kT

)
− 1.28

( ε

kT

)
− 1

)
exp(1 − ϕ) + 1.28

( ε

kT

)

+Ω(1 − exp(1 − ϕ))(
√

2 − ρσ 3)
})

− lnZ + (Z − 1) (28)

The optimized pure fluid EOS parameters are evaluated by minimizing the following objective function

obj = 100

N

N∑
1

[ |P exp
i − P cal

i |
P

exp
i

+ |V exp
i − V cal

i |
V

exp
i

]
(29)

Pure fluids of n-alkanes are calculated in this study, and the results are presented in Table 5. It is
observed that the new EOS gives good correlation results for the saturated properties of n-alkanes up to
n-eicosane. The AAD values of vapor pressure and saturated liquid molar volume are <1%. The pure
fluid parameters also show satisfactory correlation with the molecular weights. These relationships are
shown in Figs. 8–11. The correlation equations for these EOS parameters are

m = 0.01357 MW + 0.91007 (30)

mλ = 0.02010 MW + 1.59172 (31)

mV 00 = 1.09404 MW + 9.44700 (32)

m

(
ε0

k

)
= 5.75551 MW + 37.82067 (33)

Using these generalized EOS parameters, pure fluid properties are calculated and compared with the
experimental data. Fig. 12 shows the calculated vapor pressures of some n-alkane molecules, and the
agreement with experimental data is satisfactory. Fig. 13 presents that the calculated saturated liquid
molar volumes match well with experimental data. The calculated saturated curves for ethane and n-octane
are plotted in Fig. 14 as a function of temperature against the saturated density. Satisfactory results are
observed up to the critical region. Although the EOS parameters are correlated from normal alkanes up
to n-eicosane, we have further tested the generalized correlation equations of the EOS parameters by
calculating the vapor pressures of n-alkanes with carbon numbers higher than 20. Fig. 15 shows our
predicted vapor pressures for n-C22H46, n-C24H50 and n-C28H58 using the generalized EOS parameters.
The predicted results agree quite well with the experimental data, and an AAD of <1.0% in vapor
pressure is obtained. The real fluid calculation results indicate that the new EOS is good for engineering
applications. The generalized EOS parameters give satisfactory predictions of saturated properties for
straight chain molecules. Extensions to fluid mixture calculations are currently undergoing.
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Fig. 8. Correlation of the segment number parameter m in this work with the molecular weight of n-alkanes.

Fig. 9. Correlation of the mλ parameters in this work with the molecular weight of n-alkanes.
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Fig. 10. Correlation of the mV00 parameters in this work with the molecular weight of n-alkanes.

Fig. 11. Correlation of the m(ε0/k) parameters in this work with the molecular weight of n-alkanes.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the calculated saturated vapor pressures of selected n-alkanes with the experimental data (data source:
[40]).

Fig. 13. Comparison of the calculated saturated liquid molar volumes of selected n-alkanes with the experimental data (data
source: [40]).
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the calculated coexisting vapor and liquid densities for ethane and n-octane (data source: [39]).

Fig. 15. Comparison of the predicted saturated vapor pressures of heavy n-alkanes with the experimental data (data source: [41]).
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6. Conclusion

A SAFT-based EOS is developed in this study for hard sphere and SW chain fluids. The dispersion
term of the EOS is determined from a modified coordination number model that satisfies the theo-
retical requirements from low density to the close-packed limit. The chain contribution of the EOS
is determined by correlating the perturbed terms with the molecular simulation data of the compress-
ibility factors of SW chain fluids. A rather simpler mathematical form of the complete EOS is de-
rived. The EOS is applicable to chain molecules and is tested for real n-alkanes in this study. Four
EOS parameters show reasonable correlation with respect to the molecular weight of chain molecules.
The generalized EOS shows good correlation results for the saturated properties for n-alkanes. The
EOS also yields satisfactory predictions of the saturated properties for higher carbon number alkane
molecules.

List of symbols
a Helmholtz free energy
A temperature function shown in Eq. (9)
g radial distribution function
k Boltzmann constant
N number of molecules
Nc coordination number
m segment number
P pressure
q single particle partition function
Q canonical partition function
R distance parameter in the potential function
T temperature
T ∗ characteristic reduced temperature (kT/ε)
V volume of the system
Vf free volume
V 0, V 00 molar volume parameters
Z compressibility factor

Greek letters
λ well width of the square-well potential
Γ potential function
ε, ε0 energy parameter
π mathematical constant
Φ mean potential
Ψ correction term for the coordination number model
η reduced density
Λ de Broglie wavelength
ρ number density
σ segment diameter
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Superscripts
att attractive contribution
cal calculated property
corr correlation term
disp dispersion
exp experimental data
hs hard sphere
rep repulsive contribution
seg segment
SW square-well

Subscripts
MC Monto Carlo computer simulation data
m m-mer
i component i
eff effective reduced variable
0 calculated at zero density
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